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A Comprehensive Guide to Sensors and Control Systems in Manufacturing

Thoroughly updated with cutting-edge technologies, this detailed resource offers proven methods for effectively evaluating, selecting, and implementing sensors and controls to ensure error-free manufacturing environments.  Sensors and Control Systems in Manufacturing, Second Edition offers step-by-step guidance on applying sensors to measure product parameters, control manufacturing, develop precision manufacturing systems, and generate and control motion.  Real-world examples are included throughout to demonstrate successful industrial applications.

Coverage includes:

	The latest sensor technologies, such as MEMS, photo-, bio-, nano-, and LED sensors
	Sensor classification and types, including photoelectric, inductive and capacitive proximity, confocal microscropy, and laser sensors
	Fiber optics in sensors and control systems
	Networking of sensors and control systems in manufacturing
	Sensors and control technology in computer-integrated manufacturing
	Advanced sensor technology in precision manufacturing applications
	Industrial sensors and control
	Sensors in flexible manufacturing systems
	Communications--indexing, transmission, and signal processing
	SpectRx(tm) sensing technology
	Manufacturing operation and control through financial planning
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General Theory of Information Transfer and Combinatorics (Lecture Notes in Computer Science)Springer, 2007
This book constitutes the thoroughly refereed research papers contributed to a research project on the `General Theory of Information Transfer and Combinatorics' that was hosted from 2001-2004 at the Center for Interdisciplinary Research (ZIF) of Bielefeld University and also papers of several incorporated meetings thereof.
The 63 revised full...
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SilverStripe: The Complete Guide to CMS Development (Wiley)John Wiley & Sons, 2009

	Co-author of this book, and early member of the SilverStripe open source community.


	It wasn’t too long ago when a fellow developer at work asked me to look at his screen. He had stumbled across some new technology, and asked: ‘Hey, have you heard about this?’ All too often such questions are answered with a...
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Resilience and Reliability on AWSO'Reilly, 2013

	
		Cloud services are just as susceptible to network outages as any other platform. This concise book shows you how to prepare for potentially devastating interruptions by building your own resilient and reliable applications in the public cloud. Guided by engineers from 9apps—an independent provider of Amazon Web Services and...
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An Introduction to PHP for Scientists and Engineers: Beyond JavaScriptSpringer, 2008

	This book provides an introduction to PHP and server-side programming. It presents readers with a science or engineering background with the information to write their own online applications requiring reading, creating and manipulating data files stored as text on a server, overcoming the limitations of a client-side language.


	It...
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Computer-Assisted Language Learning: Concepts, Contexts and Practices (Apacall Book)Iuniverse Inc, 2004

	The APACALL Book Series covers a wide range of issues in computer-assisted language learning (CALL) and offers opportunities for CALL researchers and practitioners to engage in research and discussion on their areas of interest.This book explores various facets of CALL and presents the findings of recent work in CALL that are of direct relevance...
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Documents, Presentations, and Workbooks: Using Microsoft Office to Create Content That Gets NoticedMicrosoft Press, 2011

	Welcome to the PCs and the Macs. I am delighted to be able to bring you a resource for experienced Microsoft Office users on both platforms. Whether you work only with Microsoft Office 2010 or only with Microsoft Office for Mac 2011, or you work across platforms as I do, this book is for you.


	As a document consultant and trainer,...
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